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Elastifile:
The Hybrid Cloud Challenge:
Enabling “Lift, Shift, and Go!”
for Enterprise Workloads
Quickly evolving cloud options, including public
Infrastructure-as-a-Service and other Cloud Service
Providers, offer enterprises the most compelling
opportunities in years to simultaneously save cost,
manage infrastructure elasticity, and deliver business
process agility. Such public clouds and hybrid clouds offer
the potential for true “hybrid IT,” where all infrastructure
and applications are delivered as on-demand elastic
services, with instant access and mobility across sites and
clouds. Even now, the requirements for such hybrid IT
workloads have evolved for all applications (both legacy
and agile modern apps) to be deployed dynamically back
and forth between on-premises sites and cloud(s).
Four fundamental issues have hindered this dynamic
hybrid cloud capability:
1. The cost (money and time) of re-architecting or
refactoring most enterprise applications to public cloud
paradigms is too high.
2. The challenge of providing enterprise-class data services
and service level agreements (SLAs) in public clouds is
often deemed by enterprises as too risky.
3. The mechanics (and cost) of transparently accessing and
transferring data to (and from!) the cloud, ideally from
multiple sites, are too inefficient and require too many
operational steps for anything like agile self-service.
4. Some applications destined for the cloud require a
POSIX-compliance file system - plain and simple. Many
traditional (and critical!) applications were not designed
to interface with object stores and expect standard file
system semantics.

Elastifile’s cross-cloud data fabric offers a new platform
to address all these issues so enterprises can not
only “Lift and Shift” but also “Go!” with new dynamic
workflows, like integrated analytics, that span sites
and clouds, active and inactive data sources. Elastifile
enables frictionless movement of legacy and modern
apps between on-premises and cloud environments by
integrating and addressing both the active and inactive
data requirements to deploy holistic workflows across
cloud boundaries:
–– Active Data Workloads: Elastifile Cloud File System 		
(ECFS) is a software-defined, high-performance, cloud-		
scale, global and distributed file system that seamlessly 		
runs either on-premises, in the cloud, or spanning both. 		
And it is integrated with uniquely granular and efficient 		

object tiering for dynamic automated and self-service
of inactive data.
–– Inactive Data Workloads: Elastifile’s CloudConnect is
an integrated Elastifile feature enabling space-efficient
data transfer and promotion between any on-premises
environments and clouds, or between clouds. Such
inactive data can be stored in any object tier until it is
needed, at which point it is granularly (down 		
to individual file level) brought back into ECFS (incloud or on-premise), or be viewed on demand via
FUSE. Users simply “check in” and “check out” data
for dynamic leverage across active and inactive data
use cases, without worrying about the underlying
location or infrastructure.

One important implication is that Elastifile provides
native compatibility for legacy apps to be deployed
without any refactoring in the cloud, creating
an elastic shared storage layer for all in-cloud
applications by offering strong consistency, true
POSIX-compliance, native protocols (NFS) and linear,
predictable performance at scale. This enables new
in-cloud use cases since traditional enterprise SLAs
can now be safely met in even noisy public cloud
environments, satisfying both performance and
availability requirements. Elastifile delivers this with
true consumption-based pricing for on-demand,
elastic expansion/contraction, with manageability
and automation delivered via APIs and policies. Also,
by shifting legacy apps and data into the cloud,
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enterprises can finally reach their full hybrid cloud
potential in both directions for agile new workflows
and use cases like multi-source integrated analytics and
multi-cloud workloads.

Use Cases for the Dynamic
Hybrid Cloud
Elastifile’s cross-cloud data fabric enables enterprises
to provide both agile and mission-critical services while
dynamically adapting to changing market requirements
and hardware technologies, thus enabling hybrid
and cross-cloud deployments as an viable Hybrid
IT architecture. This approach allows enterprises to
leverage commodity cloud resources to fulfill every
workload’s active and inactive data requirements and
enable breakthrough business process agility. Some
example use cases that Elastifile customers have
already proven include:
1. Seamlessly Handling Demand Growth
and Cloud Bursting
Enterprises commonly experience growth in the
demand for certain applications. Sometimes the
additional demand is permanent, but often it is
temporary. For example, Manufacturing and Design
companies can experience significant increases in
computational and storage needs for electronic design
automation (EDA) as their designs near expensive
development milestones. Media & Entertainment
companies may encounter periodic growth in rendering
requirements at the final stages of a production project.
Order Entry and Fulfillment systems may encounter
peak demand as the popularity of certain items grow.
Elastifile’s cross-cloud data fabric enables enterprises
to satisfy the demand during such growth periods
by a) enabling a true POSIX-compliant option for
applications and containers to migrate seamlessly and
2) cloning an application to the cloud and increasing
the compute power available as demand peaks. If at
any point fewer resources are required, the application
can then be folded back into a smaller infrastructure,
thereby keeping cloud utilization expenditures to a
minimum.

2. Rapid Creation of Cloud-Based Dev/Test
Environments
In many cases, developing and testing requires
resources that an enterprise may not want to
permanently provision before a project is deemed
successful. Expansion to the hybrid cloud enables rapid
provisioning of cloud infrastructure for such projects
during the development and testing phase, and then

migration of applications between the in-cloud and onpremises environments as needed (e.g. as the project
progresses through its deployment life cycle).

3. Global Collaboration
A hybrid cloud with seamless data and application
mobility provides the opportunity for globally diverse
teams to collaborate by providing a common location
where applications can be accessed by teams in
geographically dispersed locations. Such infrastructure
also enables stateful and on-demand “follow the sun”
collaboration, where each team can work during their
most relevant time period, based on local time zones.

4. Integrated Analytics
The competitive value of modern analytics increasingly
relies on multiple data sources across multiple sites
and clouds. Elastifile can integrate these diverse
sources and data formats for on-demand access
by data engineers in-cloud or on-premises. One of
the most challenging data sources is transactional
databases that require specific deployment patterns
and SLAs. In many cases, the data stored in the
databases may be used for analytical purposes with
varying compute requirements. A cross-cloud data
fabric allows the enterprise to easily clone a database,
or other data source, to the cloud for analytical
purposes while continuing the transactional processing
on-premises without impact.

5. Data Center Consolidation/Hybrid Cloud
Data Center Model
As Elastifile helps to consolidate and shift new
workloads to the cloud, enterprises can finally consider
significant opportunities for cost savings and their
Hybrid IT strategies by allowing legacy data centers,
workloads and data to be moved to public cloud or
cloud service provider domains. For one Elastifile
customer, 31 separate storage cluster silos across
multiple sites are being consolidated down to two data
centers with an integrated public cloud pool.

With Elastifile enterprises finally gain the elasticity
needed to support the evolving requirements of such
dynamic scenarios by providing the underlying data
management capabilities enabling the delivery of
an effective hybrid cloud. For the most demanding
active data workloads, Elastifile provides the ability
to deliver applications in-cloud with uncompromising
enterprise SLAs and data services, without refactoring
through its POSIX compliant semantics. And all of this
is transparently integrated with inactive data migration
and management on any object tier.
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Managing Active Data Workloads
with the Elastifile Cloud File System
For active data workloads in production, the key to
delivering an effective cross-cloud data fabric is to
provide a data infrastructure that enables efficient
operation across cloud and on-premises boundaries
while delivering the most demanding performance and
data services. The Elastifile Cloud File System (ECFS)
was purpose-built to do just that. ECFS is a unique
software-defined infrastructure solution that enables
seamless, efficient management of dynamic workloads

across heterogeneous environments (e.g. public
cloud, private cloud, and/or traditional on-premises)
with consistent scale-out performance.
ECFS storage node includes flash storage resources
in the cloud, and together the collection of
Elastifile storage nodes dynamically aggregates all
assigned resources for capacity polling and linear
performance scaling. This storage pool is then
presented through NFS as a distributed file system
encompassing all of the provisioned resources.

ECFS is designed to satisfy the key criteria for an effective hybrid cloud:

Unified Data Access:
In-Cloud and On-Premises

Software-only, file-based solution enables access
on-premises and in any cloud with no hardware or
environment lock-in and without data conversion.
Seamlessly support both traditional workloads &
cloud-native apps.

Cloud Scale Elasticity

Handle demand surges requiring 1000s of nodes.
Scaleout and scale in on demand to control cloud
spending.

Efficient CloudConnect

Meet All Enterprise SLAs

Seamlessly transfer data between on-premises and
cloud in the most space-efficient way (deduped,
compressed, only snapshot changes).
Cost-effectively store in object tier and access data
in cloud as a consistent file system.
Deliver consistent sub-2ms latency with scaleout IOPS and bandwidth. All availability and data
services required of primary storage.

The Elastifile Cloud File System is the first solution designed to efficiently satisfy all of these key criteria. As
depicted in Figure 1 below (page 6) the unique architecture of ECFS allows it to be deployed either in the cloud,
on-premises, or spanning across on-premises and in-cloud deployments. This groundbreaking architecture provides
IT departments with the flexible, robust, high-performance data management infrastructure required to seamlessly
“lift and shift” existing applications into the cloud.
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Figure 1: ECFS Deployment Options
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In-Cloud File System
Perhaps the most important key to enabling the “lift
and shift” of existing enterprise applications to in-cloud
or hybrid cloud deployments, is unified data access. For
any storage infrastructure, this requires the ability to
run in the cloud while presenting an identical storage
interface to applications. The Elastifile Cloud File
System uniquely satisfies this requirement by delivering
an in-cloud solution for any application requiring a
scalable, POSIX compliant distributed file system.
Elastifile enables enterprises to run their applications
in the cloud without any modification by seamlessly
running as a distributed file system within public clouds
(such as Google Cloud Platform, Amazon Web Services,
or Microsoft Azure) or with Cloud Service Providers
building on these same hyperscale principals. When
running in a public cloud, ECFS is deployed through

Cloud

CLOUD

standardized node images that run natively on the
specific cloud environment, as shown in Figure 2. Each
ECFS storage node includes flash storage resources
in the cloud, and together the collection of Elastifile
storage nodes dynamically aggregates all assigned
resources for capacity polling and linear performance
scaling. This storage pool is then presented through
NFS as a distributed file system encompassing all of the
provisioned resources.
ECFS provides these immediate benefits to applications
running in the cloud:
–– Scalable Distributed File Services
supporting up to 50 Petabytes of flash storage 		
with billions of files and millions of files per directory,
removing limits on file sizes for cloud deployments.
–– Elastic Expansion/Contraction
enabling online, non-disruptive resizing of 		
the cluster while the file system is in use.

Figure 2: ECFS In-Cloud Deployment

NFS through Client IP Network (10GbE)
Elastifile In-Cloud Storage Cluster – Running on standard in cloud images
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–– Consistent Scale-Out Performance enabling 		
efficiently in-cloud support of both batch parallel
computing workloads (such as EDA, genomics, 		
and media rendering) as well as transactional 		
workloads, including databases and analytics platforms.
No matter what the scale, latency is consistently under
2ms with all data services active.
–– Standardized Connectivity using trusted enterprise
protocols, such as NFS, enable running 		
enterprise applications in the clouds without 		
refactoring.
–– Full POSIX Compliance enables running 		
any application requiring consistent file access 		
across parallel compute nodes, as well as 		
supporting elastically scaling cloud native applications
–– Native Support for Containers and Kubernetes
Elastifile provides support for stateful containers,
enabling persistent storage for containers with multi
read/write access. The solution enables not only to
migrate enterprise applications to the cloud but also to
efficiently use containers to run them.
–– In-Cloud Enterprise Data Management Features
ECFS brings to the cloud advanced enterprise 		
data management features that IT managers rely on,
including such features as snapshots, compression and
deduplication.
–– Native Object Tiering the dynamic transitions of active
and inactive data to cheaper cloud object tiers is
natively integrated, with granular check-in/check-out
self-service down to the individual file level.
–– Management and Monitoring through APIs ECFS
enables tight integration with cloud management
systems, by providing a RESTful API enabling the
automation of deployment, monitoring, and growth of
the file system.

Cloud-Scale Elasticity
By natively exposing a distributed file system, ECFS
offers the de-facto standard application-level storage
interface, supporting all I/O patterns, providing easy
user-level provisioning, and delivering efficient data
management (hierarchies, quota management, etc.).
In addition, a distributed file system provides high
granularity, enabling precise and efficient data services.
However, until recently, traditional file systems were
plagued with the perception of being less performant
and less predictable than block services, as well as
having limited scale due to protocol-level complexities.
In contrast, Elastifile’s groundbreaking architecture was
written from the ground up to make use of the latest in
networking and distributed computing advances. These
attributes, coupled with flash-specific architecture-level
optimizations, enable ECFS to deliver consistently high

performance with minimal latency, and linear scalability
to 1,000s of client nodes.
The power and uniqueness of Elastifile’s architecture is
exemplified by its implementation of highly-available
distributed metadata and data models. ECFS’ unique
metadata architecture starkly contrasts with existing
storage solutions. To handle metadata growth, most
first-generation software-defined storage solutions
turned to open source implementations of variants
of the PAXOS consensus algorithm, such as the
implementations by Cassandra and Ceph. While
such implementations provided first-generation SDS
vendors with a fast path to market, those generalized
implementations were not written for, and are in no way
optimized for, the high-performance requirements of
large-scale, POSIX-compliant file systems running with
in the cloud with billions of files potentially accessed
from thousands of nodes. This makes metadata
handling a bottleneck for other storage solutions as
node and file counts grow, reducing performance and
increasing access latency.
To create a truly scalable distributed file system,
Elastifile took a unique approach and wrote brand new
metadata and data distribution model from the ground
up. This model enables scalability with consistently
low latency throughout the cluster, even as node
counts grow dramatically. At the heart of the ECFS
metadata model are the efficient implementations of
1) fine-grained division of metadata ownership, which
divides metadata handling between all of the nodes
participating in the cluster and 2) dynamic metadata
ownership, which handles ownership changes to
address node failures, provides load balancing, 3) an
Elastifile-developed, ‘file system’-optimized consensus
algorithm (Bizur) and 3) loosely coupled, strictly
consistent, patented data placement intelligence ,
which allows nodes to dynamically select the location
of data objects, metadata operation logs, and
Deploytheir replica copies. This combination of design
attributes assures scalability with consistently high
performance and fast completion of user requests, even
when adverse conditions arise, as invariably happens in
the cloud.
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Proof Point
Elastifile’s capability to linearly expand distributed file system performance, within the public cloud, was recently demonstrated
in a Google Cloud Platform deployment. This public cloud deployment, using a back-end of 30 Elastifile in cloud nodes,
demonstrated linearly scale performance to support up to 10,000 simultaneous NFS client connections, generated by 1,000
containerized applications. This while each of the containers ran a file system workload, producing both data and metadata file
requests. For all of these workloads, at all scalability points, latency remained consistently below 2 milliseconds. The environment
is presented in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: ECFS Linear File System Scaling in the Cloud

Environment
EnvironmentSetup
Setup

Results
Results

Transferring and Managing Inactive
Data Workloads with CloudConnect
Object Tiering
Elastically running active data workloads in the cloud
is, however, only one of the capabilities required for
seamless “Lift, Shift and Go!” of applications into the
cloud. The second required enabler is an efficient data
transfer mechanism between the two environments.
ECFS’ CloudConnect enables seamless data movement
between file systems and object storage while retaining
application and file system data structures and enabling
cost effective in-cloud storage of enterprise data.
To do so, Elastifile’s CloudConnect provides efficient ongoing transport of data from on-premises file systems

(both Elastifile and third party) into object-based cloud
storage. CloudConnect mounts any legacy file system
on the source side, and, leveraging a unique snapshotshipping approach, sends ongoing space-efficient
compressed and deduplicated data for migration and
retention in the cloud as object storage. It identifies
changes in the file system and supports versioning of
stored file systems, while sending only changed data
between versions. Data can be kept in the cloud in
object format, viewed or read in-place as a file system,
restored back to the source file system, or can also be
checked out on demand for active data workloads into
an ECFS cluster (in-cloud or on-premises) for use as a
high performance distributed file system that retains
the original file structures.

Figure 4: Elastifile CloudConnect enables easy, on-demand cloud integration
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Use Cloud as an Object-Based Cold Tier
for File Systems

Example 1: Use Data in the Cloud for On-Demand
Batch Processing and Analytics

Elastifile’s CloudConnect writer provides a powerful
solution for transferring on-premises file system data
into cloud-based object storage. As depicted below in
Figure 5, the CloudConnect writer deploys on-premises
as either a VM, a container, or running on a bare metal
machine. The writer mounts legacy file systems and
provides scheduled delivery of consistent snapshots
of the environment to be “checked in” to the cloud.
Benefits include:

Traditionally, on-premises data has been migrated to
cloud-based object storage for archival or backup
purposes only. With Elastifile, the cloud-based data
can now also be leveraged for in cloud uses like ondemand batch processing and analytics. The Elastifile
CloudConnect reader presents any version stored within
an object store as a file system to any number of VMs
in the cloud. Data can be read and viewed in place from
the object storage, or checked out and ingested at any
granularity (directory, file, etc.) for processing in your
choice of analytics or big data platform.

–– Any source file system Simply mount a snapshot
of your legacy source file system using NFS to the
CloudConnect writer for migration of its data to
the cloud.
–– Most efficient delivery and storage Elastifile 		
CloudConnect writer compresses and 			
deduplicates all data before shipping and storing.
Version diffs are identified and only new data is
shipped for storage in the cloud.
–– Direct Check-In transfer to Object storage There is
no need to run any VM in the cloud to receive the data.
CloudConnect writer directly writes to object 		
cloud storage providing TCO efficiency and flexibility.
–– Granular Check-Out Restore single files or complete
file system – Stored data can be viewed and 		
read as a file system while data is in place as objects.
Full versioning is supported enabling to restore
(check out) either entire file systems or specific files
from any version.

Burst/DR into the Cloud
As needed, inactive data stored by CloudConnect as
cloud objects can also be checked out on-demand
into active data workloads, restoring all original file
system structures in the cloud. As described above
ECFS provides a scalable, high performance, POSIX
compliant distributed file system delivered within the
cloud. By combining CloudConnect with ECFS in cloud
deployments, enterprises can finally run their legacy
applications as-is within public or private clouds,
mounting their data with standard file interfaces -all without the need for any application refactoring.

Bringing It All Together
Figure 6 illustrates a typical 4 step Lift, Shift, and Go!
scenario as described below.

Figure 5: CloudConnect Deployment

On-Premises
CloudConnect Service
VM, Container,
or Bare Metal
CloudConnect Reader
Local Mount

Enterprise File Server

CloudConnect Writer

Object Storage In Cloud

–– Select any source file system or application running
on-premises. An entire file system may be selected or a
specific collection of files or folders. Furthermore,
multiple sources from multiple locations may also be
selected and aggregated to a single unified destination
in the cloud.
–– Ship changes in data using Elastifile CloudConnect to
the cloud. Elastifile CloudConnect will discover changes
in file systems and even within files, sending only the
differences between versions. CloudConnect 		
compresses and deduped the data before sending for
efficient fast transport. By directly connecting to
the object stores in the cloud (or to local object stores
on-premises), CloudConnect removes the need to run
any software in the cloud while shipping data, thereby
further reducing any costs associated with shipment.
Data shipment may be on demand or periodical,
allowing for a steady flow of data collected on site, to
the cloud, for storage or for further processing.
–– Store inactive data in the cloud in object format.
While data is “checked in” and stored compressed
and deduped for efficiency, a full versioning mechanism
is available to access any of the stored versions.
This capability is maintained even though storage
efficiency is sustained by only storing once any 		
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differences between versions. Any S3 compatible
object store in the cloud or on-premises may be
selected as well as all major public cloud storage
offerings (AWS, Google, Azure). Furthermore, although
the data is stored in compressed and deduplicated
objects, the full file system hierarchy and specific file
attributes are maintained to enable in-cloud or onpremises restoration of the entire file system.m.
–– Go! Use the data in the cloud or back on-premises
for active data workloads by either “checking 		
out” a complete version, or any subset/file of 		
data into an Elastifile in-cloud ECFS deployment.
The file system retains all its original attributes and can

be directly accessed, using an external NFS mount, to any
in-cloud VM, instance, or container. As applications can
now access their data in the cloud, in exactly the same
way as accessed on-premises, no refactoring is required,
and the applications can run as is in the cloud. ECFS in the
cloud may now be scaled out on demand to handle any
surge in workload demands or scaled back on demand for
cloud resource efficiency. Data may also be read, in place,
as a file system using a FUSE-based client allowing direct
inspection of the stored data without data movement from
its object storage.

Figure 6: Elastifile Lift & Shift to Cloud
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Summary
Elastifile provides a cross-cloud data fabric that
was designed from the ground up to support both
transactional and batch workloads with consistently
high performance across on-premises, cloud
deployments or both.
By leveraging an architecture optimized for cross-cloud
deployment, enterprises deploying ECFS can reap
the benefits of cross-cloud architectures and enable
efficient access to data regardless of application,
environment, or location.
The combination of ECFS in-cloud deployment and
Elastifile’s CloudConnect functionality enable lifting
enterprise applications from any on-premises storage
solution and shifting to flexible use on public or private
clouds. The new paradigm enabled by Elastifile
software allows enterprises to gain all the benefits of
cloud flexibility and cost structures for their existing
applications, without requiring any investment in
application refactoring for cloud migration.

2880 Lakeside Dr., Suite 228
Santa Clara, CA 95054
info@elastifile.com | www.elastifile.com
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